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Introduction: Overview 
 Simulation of Satellite Laser Ranging measurements 
to GNSS and geodetic satellites.  




 Synthetic observations upon which comparison and 
optimization can be done. 
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Introduction: Procedure 
 Bernese GNSS Software. 
 
 Independent noise generation for each observation. 
 
 Adding/removing satellites at other epochs. 
 
 Exchanging satellites at specific epoch. 
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Introduction- ILRS Tracking Campaigns 
 Campaign1: August 01 – September 30, 2014 
 All GNSS satellites (on ILRS priority list, 18 satellites); more if able 
 Three sets of two normal  points distributed over transit; normal point 
includes 1000 FR points or last 5 minutes, whichever is shorter 
 Campaign2: November 22,2014– February 28, 2015 
 Six GLONASS as first priority, Beidou and Galileo as second priority , 
remaining GLONASS as third priority  
 minimum three segments along each pass with three NPTs in each 
segment  
 Campaign3: August 20 – October 16, 2015  
 Six GLONASS as first priority,  Compass-M3 and Galileo as second priority, 
remaining GLONASS as third priority 
 Nine NPTs over the pass; 3 during the ascending/early region, 3 in the 
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Introduction- ILRS Tracking Campaigns 
 Common Results 
 Need more data 
 Few stations could fulfill requirements all the time 
 More daylight data 
 
 ILRS can handle tracking of all the required satellits 
(for now). 
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Simulation- Requirements 
 Ability to generate synthetic SLR measurements to 
satellites in form of NP. 
 
 Include station/satellite specific noise handling. 
 
 Based on final orbit products (or predictions). 
 
 Possibility to alter observations as needed. 
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Simulation - Implementation 
 Separate SLR mode within Bernese GNSS Software 
Simulation tool. 
 Selectable noise 
 Selectable stations 
 Selectable observation list 
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Simulation – Noise 
 White noise 
 Selectable 
 Elevation dependent sigmas 
 Repeatable 
 
 Normal distributed noise 
 Different parameters for each station/satelite 
combination. 
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Simulation – First Results 
 First Results 
 Without noise 
 
 White noise 
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Conclusions & Outlook 
 Promising results that compare well in terms of 
residuals for existing observations. 
 
 Different tracking strategies will be generated and 
used for comparison 
 Investigating the impact of reducing observations to 
specific satellites in favor of more observations to 
others  
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